Pure Fiji Facial Solutions | Discover the South Pacific secret for beautiful skin.

facial treatment solutions

Island Time

The time to nurture your clients through the use of powerful plant actives and rich alluring aromas that
will transform skin, mind and soul. Let them escape while the world waits and they are transformed to
Island Time, let the healing begin.
Our highly effective facials give exceptional targeted results through the use of our botanical blend of
aromatic oils,pure leaf hydrosols, powerful plant actives and deep sea antioxidants.
These are combined with the latest scientific dermatological solutions to achieve targeted results whilst
restoring radiance, repairing and nourishing the skin.

H Y D R A - L I F T FAC I A L

P U R I F Y I N G FAC I A L

Boost dehydrated skin with our botanical blend of oils and powerful plant actives. This blend
will rejuvenate and nourish skin whilst reducing the appearance of fine lines. Hydration of
the epidermis is significantly improved resulting in firmer, hydrated skin.

Purify your skin and eliminate pore-clogging impurities with this deep cleansing facial.
Fine clay and tropical fruit enzymes remove dead skin cells, minimizing pore appearance
and evening out skin tone. Hibiscus extract and Beach Almond strengthens skin elasticity,
smooths wrinkles and restores youthful tone. Skin is deeply hydrated, cleansed and
rejuvenated.

55minutes

| Treatment masque required - Dilo Hydrating Masque

E X F O L I AT I N G F A C I A L

Includes Extractions
60 minutes

| Treatment masque required - Hibiscus Purifying Masque

A natural alternative to a chemical peel. Through the use of highly effective papaya and
pineapple fruit enzymes this facial will gently remove the build up of dead skin
cells, evening out skin tone resulting in a smoother more radiant complexion.
50 minutes
Treatment masque required - Papaya Enzyme Exfoliating Masque

I S L A N D FAC I A L

F I R M I N G FAC I A L

1 hour 15 minutes

Instantly lift, firm and regenerate skin with this face contouring and firming facial. The use
of our micro current medi-lift device along with our firming skin care range will stimulate
elastic synthesis, improve tissue structure and decrease fine lines and wrinkles. Skin is
instantly lifted, tightened and firm.

E X P R E S S FAC I A L

|

75 minutes

| Treatment masque required - Beach Almond Firming Masque

Relax! You are on Island Time. Begin your facial experience with a relaxing back massage
followed by your choice of either a Hydra-Lift or Exfoliating Facial.

| Treatment masque required - Dilo Hydrating Masque or

Papaya Enzyme Exfoliating Masque

Instantly revive skin and restore radiance with this mini facial that will cleanse and instantly
hydrate skin!
25 minutes

| Treatment masque required - Dilo Hydrating Masque

